Trees, Woods and HumanBeings
There is an attraction of some special kind to our
rooted friends when we watch them out of a philosophical
perspective.

Trees are story tellers – like we humans used to love. Doomed
to a special destiny they seem to cope with the place and living
conditions that are given. Many of them inspire sadness, pain
or consternation. Others make us smile and encourage joy and
happiness.
In a transition phase of our life a tree can become a friend to us. Its
shape, its expression has the voice of a message being sent like a
signal to our inner wisdom:
Look at me! Look at my brothers and sisters!
Like you with two legs and arms we may experience torture and mistreatment,
enclosure and suffering. Like you we are dreaming to grow straight and strong up
into the sky. And many of us actually make it to develop the height of a giant who
moves in the wind above all the others with fresh light-green leaves, spending
food for birds and squirrels, insects and worms with full branches of plentiful
harvest, while giving shelter and home for nesting.

But quite a crowd of them do not survive their early years. The lack of light to
their thin twigs and proximity to shrubs and bigger trees make it impossible for
them to send out branches that filter the sunshine and feed the plant. Some of
them are so weak with their root system in flat and sandy soil, or in stony soil that
impedes their growth. They can be blown away by the first strong wind.
Like humans, too…
It is not our choice about which family or nation we
are born into. Or what our start might look like, just
like the tree owes its life to a bird who drops a fruit or the
wind that blows a seed to that particular moss, where its life
begins.

Many have been planted like little
soldiers in perfect row systems, oriented
in one direction to constitute an orderly
forest. The soft and thin ones have hardly a
chance to survive their kindergarten years. They are
cut down to make room for more promising varieties,
whose trunks can be used for furniture and paper.
The economical perspective of the forest does not
leave room for the arousal of pity. But their
messages can touch us, if we understand their
symbols with an open heart.

Sometimes we can replace a missing human friend with
the trunk of a tree covered with moss, leaning against it
to receive assistance and encouragement. Or we find a
comforting symbol by looking at the sculptures that nature
presents, providing a new vision for our situation that
otherwise seems doomed. It is like a light showing us the
path in a new direction.
A very old oak tree has become an important friend of
mine. Her trunk is covered on the West side with soft green
moss where I lay my hand like a caress. We understand
each other. She gives me messages. Standing at her side
I gain new energy. She is like me. She grew at the top of
a slope, and had to build up deep roots to avoid sliding
down. But the most impressive concept for me is the fact
that the strongest branches are growing at the side of the
descent. Downhill there is the light and the space into
which she can grow. This tree encouraged me to shift my
opinion: Not to see the difficulties as a burden, but to
recognize them as a chance to develop strengths, like new
extensions of my personality. I am still trying to do so.
My helper tree is old, very old. Two people should have
to stretch out their arms to reach around her trunk, letting
her be in the center. How many hikers, how many deer and
rabbits she might have seen pass by in her life? How many
birds were singing in her crown? She never gave up! Even
when branches and twigs died and became dry. She builds
new ones to reach the sky. She is wise. On each visit she
teaches me something new.

Up on the tops of mountains and hills people are speechless.
But the trees are talking!
I could tell you many stories. That comes from doing
philosophy together, trees and me, when I pass by with my
dog. It banishes loneliness. They connect their spirit with
mine. We belong together.
I wonder whether the trees also recognize me?
Do they realize the change in my mood, being sometimes
full of problems, sometimes smiling and joyful and happy?
I owe them so much – so much that I want to dedicate these
photographs and words to them.
How much I myself wished to have strong, deep roots!
How glad I am to learn from trees how to survive even with
limited space, with being doomed to one spot to be free and
to send out one’s message to the person who has eyes to see
and heart to feel.

~ Heike Goebel

Spring
Everything new and fresh in our life seems to be recognized like spring. It is
tender, makes us curious and full of hope. Like this apple tree we stretch out our
arms and hands to the world and all creation: the bees, the rays of sunshine,
the blueness of the sky. Like a bride in her white gown the tree is representing
the good, the pure heart, expecting happiness. May many fruits follow that can
make us alive and give us courage that life can be meaningful.

The Fragrance ofLilac

Stolen lilacs – from a neighbor’s fence or wall when we were kids - seemed to be
sweeter with perfume than those from a shop. To lilacs, the miracle of surprise is
that again the frozen sleep of nature could have been overcome. Lilacs also have
to be broken so that the twigs can draw water in the vase. Cleanly cut, they fade
quickly. Stealing and breaking …. maybe today in our own garden.
Our senses bloom again with the scents of white or violet-purple lilacs spreading
out in our rooms. What a gift this is!

Open Arms
Arms that welcome you, deeply rooted, standing straight, a crown
with an abundance of branches and leaves – this looks like a
tree that seems to advance toward us. It is similar to a friendly
relative or a friend who appears just at the right moment to offer
comfort and understanding, when we feel hurt and lonely, nearly
drowning in being lost. Saying: Come to me! I’m here!

Some don’t…

What happens if we approach someone asking for help, and we have to learn too
late that this person is a broken wreck like this tree? Snapped off himself, carrying
neither blossoms nor leaves, this creature reaches out only thin and weak twigs.
We recognize that it gives no promise of a welcoming invitation. More like:
Look at me, save me!
The poor guy cannot nourish nor strengthen anybody.

Lost

Like an eye the hole looks at us, accusing from the place where once there has
grown a branch. It was cut or broken deep into the core of the trunk. If severe
loss in our life not only takes something important from our outside, but pulls
out substance from within our soul, then our eye is the mirror to show our pain.
Sometimes, even many years later and totally unexpected, a new sprout grows
from a place that seemed dead and dry. Tender and shy, breaking free from firm
bark, replacing what once was lost.

New life.

Spiral Growth
If we have been planted in the wrong
spot, playing our role in the wrong
movie, we may wind and rotate
like this tree. It is an effort to move
away. And if a storm rises, or even a
hurricane, the trunk swivels and finally
twists off because it lacks the strength
of straightness.
It breaks.
Then the trunk is only useful as a
place for woodpeckers to develop
their masterpieces by carving new
apartments for their offspring.

Twisted
and
Broken
Pity, sadness, and compassion
are triggered by this wounded
stump, whose splinters seem to
ward off being touched.
Can we recognize this kind
of situation, when everything
looks like being destroyed?
Out of defense we develop
thorns to avoid new bonding
which could invite another
blow.

The Heart

If cruel forces strike between two beings, that does not need to have an impact
on the heart they share. Below the rotten beam, the heart has not been touched.
Some persons in love must have carved it in the bark. Let’s hope that their love
is as strong as the two trunks growing from one root. If so, nothing can damage
their integrity. The attacking object is rotting. But not their attachment.

The
Mystic
Dance

There are moments of mystic
wonder, when two trees start
to dance, to swing and bend,
touching the ground only
on tiptoes. But their crowns
continue to unite.

Being Coequal

One root, two stems. Both strong and
vivid, growing up straight, giving space
to each other. Liberty, freedom and
tolerance, but in another case can there
be a parallel life in which they never
really touch?

Close to Rocks

These two old comrades share the space beside the wall. They have a tiny space
to grow their roots. How different their shape is! Clearly they dislike each other
by turning in opposite directions. Was the seed or sprout at their very beginning
full of hope to decorate the beauty of the castle? Perhaps in the end a beautiful
bowl or salad server could be created from the wood of the olive tree. Then the
lovely structure of the grain of the wood will be kept for now and ever.

Experiments
to Grow
Right

These two trees obviously have tried to grow
away from each other. But it appears that
this did not feel right for long. They seem
to have made a decision to join in an even
more tender and passionate embrace.
Being in peace, each could chose a new
direction, while keeping the other in the
corner of their eye.
They seem to have found the perfect shape
for their life together.

Single-sided
Kiss

If the attraction is only one-sided,
there is no possibility of trying
to get in touch with passion.
The other side keeps cool and
rejecting.
As in fairy tales, the kiss can
become frozen for ever and ever.
This kiss has only been a trial for
love, an episode in one’s life.
Here obviously the kisser
accepted the rejection and went
on growing strongly up into the
sky without trying to touch again.

Headless

Like an empty shirt without the wearer, this guy
won’t accomplish much without his head.
The flimsy fence promises to keep him from
stumbling. Good luck for him!
But how tragic too! For at his back there is also a tree
in his way.
Perhaps if he had found his head again – he might
have recognized that sometimes it is better to make
an opportune change rather than to make a fool of
oneself.

DancingTogether
Musical trees – is that possible?

This group of trees is swinging gracefully
around each other. How about the
sounds that moved them? These trees
offer an image of connecting joy with
elegance, even if we are bound to an
unmovable spot.

Match Wood

When creatures are stubborn and grow too fast in an exposed area, they may
become too easily the victim of a heavy storm. To be firm rather than flexible,
means taking the risk of breaking like match wood.

Abandoned

Sawed off and fallen. The woodsman did not even take the effort to separate the
trunk from the branches. That’s how this wreck covers the ground now. All limbs
stretched out like a weary warrior after a battle, surrendering to its fate.
Grey and dry the stump ends with reaching out to nothingness. No moss, no
mushroom seems to be attracted by his appearance.
A victim.
Trees, like humans, can be ignored and overlooked.

The Mushroom Colony

Like a village on a slope, or singers standing in a choir, joking and chatting
before the serious performance begins, this group of little mushrooms has
chosen this particular place to be supported by the softness of the moss and
nourished by the moisture of the tree stump.
How different this symbol for new life is, growing out of a once strong tree, who
gave his wood long ago! Did it become a wardrobe, a table? Or a bed, in which
lovers met?

Symbiosis

Which part is the tree, which is the mushrom? They melted in mutual colors,
swinging elegant wave forms in a multitude of steps and cliffs. Like old couples,
growing together with one face after decades of daily encounters and face to face
recognitions, they lost their individual singularity. They become one flesh and
one spirit. Inseparable.

The One

This is one bush that grew from a multiplicity to a unity. Full and round it tops
the hill at each season of the year. It seems to be at peace with the world. Without
any human intervention all of the branches agree to grow each spring to the
same length. Which family of human beings would be ready for such a decision?
Wouldn’t it betray our individual competences if we would copy his style?
So, let’s rejoice and enjoy his courage to be different!

A thousand years
life of an
OakTree
From a distance this looks
like a normal tree with a full
crown of leaves. But if you
look more closely, you fall
into astonishment.

The most surprising
discovery comes, when one
looks upward; the powerful
trunk has a huge wound
which has been covered by
a band aid out of roofing
paper. The broken off top
is hollow. Tree doctors
have placed a cap on top to
prevent moisture from rain
and snow to drip into the
center pipe into the heart of
the tree.
How can this be explained?

It is said that her life began a thousand years ago, and that later she was struck with
lightning. Thereafter, fireworks burned her inside. Her suffering made her become a
magic helper.
To the silent listener she sends messages about healing of wounds. She recommends
patience to let go of what cannot be changed. And she encourages us to build a new
crown out of the parts that remain.

AnnualRings

The eye of nature watches the changes along the
edge of the forest. Dark years, light years. Rain
and dry periods. Each circle that the trunk builds
around its outside skin is a witness to life’s reality.
Humans also gain or lose weight and change
the expression of their face, when there are
challenges in their life.
The twinkle of a glance reveals the whole truth of
the heart. It can never be kept unseen.

NatureFantasies

Like delicate blinds, the palm tree with a hundred fingers, a fan aloe, filters light,
designing dancing shades. Transparent layers like scenes in a theatrical play, the
jungle in a botanical garden gives us the imagination of distant countries, and
inspires our fantasy.

Fruits of
Life

Bulging and glossing like apples these little red-golden fruits decorate the dark
green leaves. Autumn starts with a rich donation for humans and animals.
There is a gift for each of them.
Every year we are encouraged to learn again to be thankful for the kind presents
of nature, who forgives strong and icy winters as well as the men who cut and
saw, trimming the plants to their own will and design.
The plants do not respond resentfully, but fill our hands with bounty.

Colors andShapes

Trees belong to different families, allowing each one his own identity. In the fall
some fade from green to a palish yellow, but are still swinging in the wind with
their elegant soft veils, while others dress their leaves with the most colorful
oranges and reds, which are the climax of what they can offer.
Some humans too are finding their most meaningful personality when they
reach their goal in the autumn of life.

Be patient my child!

Can you wait? Being careful will be rewarded. Being hurried will be punished
with prickles. For those who want to rush to the gifts, there are wounds waiting
and unripe and unenjoyable fruits. But the serene and sober one can watch the
right time appear to pick the harvest. He will be blessed without any effort with
beautiful brown chestnuts that roll out by themselves. Fortune falls into the lap
to the lucky one.

The Painter

Even an ugly wall can be surprised one day by a second chance! Wild wine
entwines and holds tightly to the stone structure like the hedge of the sleeping
beauty, painting green leaves into magenta and vermilion and decorating small
pearls of tiny green balls attached to thin climbing twigs.
May we be encouraged not to give up hope that the day may come when just the
right plant grows up on us to create a romantic space for the delight of the world!

Melody in Green

What elegant designer invented this community of green leaves and seed
hangers? In mutual harmony, composed on the color palette of the great creator,
these tender garlands move in the late summer wind.
Sometimes we can touch souls with tenderness in cautious ways. It is not fitting
for everybody to appear on stage with an explosion of color.

Hidden

The multitude of leaves in layers of green, yellow, lemon, orange and ochre
opens just a small window to the source of all those branches and twigs, the
strong mother trunk of a beech tree. She must be proud of her offspring that
provides the oxygen for our world all summer long!

The Way

This is a trail guiding us back to light. Out of close and dense spaces full of
darkness, freedom breaks open, gives back air to breathe and appreciate the
glance sideways to the open landscape. But then past the light, we have to yield
and take steps again into the unknown, carefully watching possible risks along
the path.

In the
Light

Surprise can overwhelm us if around the corner light floods in golden waves
instead of gloom. And like thousands of golden nuggets the softly reduced
leaves like silk paper are trembling towards their last dance, when they let go of
their twig to which they have been attached firmly for long months.
Don’t worry! A new bud is already there, waiting to take its turn next spring!

Winter

Then one day the change is made. Winter catches us all. In the end we are all the
same, covered with bleakness. Nobody can keep the dress of youth, no one is
brilliant forever with his special shape. Everything is covered and altered.
But with the inheritance of our growing knowledge and wisdom we can give
loving warmth to the world. This will support the circle of life.

Circle of
Life

Under a frozen cover the tree is waiting for the kiss of spring, which will awaken
new blossoms and new fruits. The tree is already whispering with his neighbor
about the sun, the birds, and the people who will soon stroll by, enjoying fresh
air, blue sky and buds, scents and hope. Again and yet again.

